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Can You Name Me?
N E V E R was guilty of wrong action. But on my account lives have been lost,
trains have been wrecked, ships have gone down at sea, cities have burned,
battles have been lost, and governments have failed.
1 never struck a blow nor spoke an unkind word, but because of me homes have
been broken up, friends have grown cold, the laughter of children has ceased, wives
have shed bitter tears, brothers and sisters have forgotten, and fathers and mothers
have gone broken-hearted to their graves.
I have intended no evil, but because of me, talent and genius have come to naught,
courtesy and kindness have failed, and the promise of success and happiness has
yielded sorrow and disaster.
I have no color except black, no sound but just my silence, no cause for being
myself, no progeny except grief and disaster. You may not on the instant call me
by name, but surely you are personally acquainted with me. / am Neglect.
In addition to all of the above things, I confess that I am causing you to refrain
from activity in the most important thing in your life, the salvation of your priceless
soul!
The Lord Jesus Christ finished the work necessary for your salvation on Calvary's Cross. Judgment was poured out upon Him. His precious Blood was shed
for many, for the remission of sins. He has been raised from among the dead and
is now seated on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the Heavens.
You have heard the Gospel message over and over again. Even now the
Saviour's invitation: "Come unto M e " is ringing in your ears. You never intend to
be eternally lost. You expect to be saved some day, and you entertain thoughts of
being with and like the Saviour for all eternity.
But I am holding you back. I am preventing you from definitely deciding to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as your personal Saviour. If I continue to do so until
the Messenger of Death calls you, it will be for ever too late for you to be saved—
you will perish.
It remains to be seen whether or not you are going to break the hold which I
have upon you. After hearing my honest confession, and listening to my faithful
warning, are you going to remain negligent? There is one w a y by which I may be
overcome; that is by immediate, definite action. The power and opportunity are
yours. Act now!
" H o w shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation; which at the first began
to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard Him"
(Heb. 2:3.)
"Boast not thyself of to-morrow; for thou knowest not what a day may bring
forth" (Prov. 27:1). "Behold, now is the accepted time; behold, now is the day of
salvation" (II Cor. 6:2.)
"Choose you this day."
— T o m M. Olson.
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REDEMPTION
By 0. B. Ulery
"In whom we have Redemption
through his blood." Col. 1:14. The
Biblical truth of Redemption should
be a subject of great interest to every
soul of the human race. Redemption
means, "to buy back," "to free," "to
loose from every claim." It is a term
of wide application in reference to
our salvation, since it pertains both to
our personal salvation, and also to the
restoration of our forfeited inheritance.
The Scriptures plainly teach that
"by the disobedience of one, many
were made sinners," showing how
that through the transgression of our
first parents sin entered the world,
caused man to lose the image of God,
and caused the nature of sin to be
transmitted to all the descendants of
Adam.
This nature keeps us under its
bondage as a slave and produces sins
as deeds or acts of transgression,
which bring guilt and condemnation
upon the soul. Thus we see man
separated from God, both by nature
and deed, and classed as an alien and
enemy.
Personal R e d e m p t i o n , through
faith in the Blood of Christ, which
pays the debt sin incurred, sets us
free from the bondage of sin, and
creates in us again the image of God,
the new man who delights to do the
will of God, "that we might serve
Him without fear, in holiness and
righteousness all the days of our life."
But man, because of the transgression and fall, also forfeited the inheritance God had given him; was
driven out of Eden, the paradise of
God, placed under the curse of labor
and toil, and made subject to death.
Christ through His obedience and
sacrifice, conquered death, opened the
way for the redemption of our bodies
through the resurrection, and paid
the purchase price for the redemption
of our inheritance, which shall be restored to us in all its fullness at His
coming again.
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He shall finally triumph openly "angel of light." He does not openover satan, and banish him to the ly attack, he diverts. The church that
lake of fire. Christ shall abolish sin lost its Christ was full of good works.
and death, lift the curse which rests (Rev. 2:4.) Activities are multiplied
upon creation, and restore the para- that meditation may be ousted, and
dise of God, "a new heaven and earth organizations are increased that praywherein dwelleth righteousness."
er may have no chance. Souls may be
This incident very fittingly illus- lost in good works, as surely as in evil
trates the truth Redemption. A nor- ways. The one concern of satan is
thern gentleman during the days of to keep the saints from prayer. He
slavery visited a slave auction, in a fears nothing from prayerless studsouthern city. He noticed a very ies, prayerless work, prayerless rebeautiful octoroon girl, awaiting sale ligion. He laughs at our toil, mocks
to the highest bidder. Framing in his at our wisdom, but trembles when we
mind her probable fate, at the hands pray.—Selected.
of a beastial purchaser, he purposed
her redemption by giving her free- BLESSINGS FOR SOME PEOPLE.
dom. As she was placed on the auction block, he purchased her, and then
Blesed are they who live neighbordrew up the bill of sale so as to pro- ly, for they shall have good neighvide her freedom. The poor slave bors.
girl, tremblingly awaited his apBlessed are they who walk in light
proach, to see what manner of master
she could expect. Kindly addressing watching their steps, for they shall
her, he presented her with papers of not stumble.
deilverance from the bondage of slavBlessed are they who know that
ery. Repeated explanations were necessary before the young woman they do not know everything, for
understood the reality of her liberty. they shall know some things.
Finally grasping the truth with a final
Blessed are they who watch theminquiry, "And am I free to do as I
selves
more closely than they watch
please, and to serve whom I will?"
others,
for they shall never be unAssured that this was her privilege,
employed.
she fell at the feet of her redeemer
and said, "I will serve you forever."
Blessed are they who have two
With a like recognition of our Re- eyes and can use both of them, for
demption we may gladly sing,
they shall see both sides of the question.
"Redeemed how I love to proclaim it,
Redeemed by the blood of the lamb;
Blessed are they who do not allow
Redeemed through H i s infinite in themselves anything that they
mercy,
would condemn in others, for they
His child and forever I am."
shall reach the goal of perfection.
GREAT HINDRANCES TO
PRAYER

Blessed are they who know and
keep their own places in life, for they
shall not get in the way of others.

Satan sentinels the gateway of
Blessed are they who have two
prayer. Andrew Bonar has left it
ears and good use of the same, for
on record that he never entered into
they shall hear both sides of the
a season of pure prayer without a
story.
fierce battle at the threshold. Satan
dreads nothing like prayer. He knows
Blessed are they whose ancestors
he cannot frighten the saints with
hideous features or overcome them by were ordinary people, for they shall
coarse enticement. He stands at the not be handicapped by exceptions that
portals of the Holy of Holies as an they can not meet.
—Sel.
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SPIRITUAL REGENERATION
By E. H. Hess
Part III.
In a further study of the above
theme we wish to make a brief study
of the words create and make.
Create means to bring into being:
to form out of nothing: to cause to
exist.
Make means to form of materials:
to cause to exist in a certain form: to
construct.
The two words are in a measure
synonymous and yet not wholly so.
The architect creates or designs a
building; the carpenter or mechanic
constructs the building out of stone,
wood, iron, glass, etc., or of materials
which had an existence before but
were reshaped to fit into the structure created by the architect.
The world, plants, and animals were
first created in the mind of God after
which they were made or given a
form. Sir William Dawson, a scientist, geologist and president of McGill University once said, "I know
nothng about the origin of man, except which I am told in the Scripture
that God created him. I do not know
anything more than that, and I do
not know of anybody who does." Man
was created first (Gen. 1:26-27) by
God after which he was formed or
made of the dust of the ground (Gen.
2:7 f. c.) and then God breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life; and
man became a living soul. ( Gen. 2:7
l.c.)
Many volumes have been written as
to the process involved. The evolvment from the lower to the higher
forms of living creatures by means
of adaptation to the environment and
survival of the fittest is held by many
but scripture lends evidence to the
fiat or spoken word method. "Through
faith we understand that the worlds
were framed by the Word of God, so
that things which are seen were not

made of things which do appear"
(Heb. 11:3.) The Lord Jesus Christ
was the executor of creation as "all
things were made by him, and without him was not anything made that
was made. In him was life, and the
life was the light of men" (Jno. 1:3,
In the above passage we have the
physical realm of creation cited as a
basis or proof for the power and
ability of Christ to regenerate man
spiritually. Paul discerned the unsearchable riches of Christ and aimed
"to make all men see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from
the beginning of the world hath been
hid in God, who created all by Jesus
Christ; to the intent that now unto
the principalities and powers in heavenly places mght be known by the
church the manifold wisdom of God,
according to the eternal purpose
which he purposed in Christ Jesus our
Lord" (Eph. 3:9-11.) Paul in Col.
1:15-19 exalts the Christ and cites
seven of his superiorities when he exclaims him to be "the image of the
invisible God, the first-born of every
creature. For by Him were all things
created, that are in heaven and that
are in earth, visible nd invisible,
whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers; all
things were created by him, and for
him. And he is before all thngs, and
by him all things consist. And he is
the head of the body, the church; who
is the beginning, the first-born from
the dead; that in all things he might
have the preeminence. For it pleased the Father that in Him should all
fullness dwell."
Man perceives a fact and sees a
thing or object and wants to know
how and why it came to be, to exist,
to live, to act. For everything created there is necessarily a creator,
for everything made there is likewise
a maker. Man is fearfully and wonderfully made. From the life and
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function of each living cell in the
body to the function and duty of organs and parts of the body; the composite powers of knowing, feeling, and
willing and their result in effecting
the life and happiness of the individual there is yet withal an unseen, potent, vital factor, power, an attitude
if you please, to the source of all life,
God. "Ye must be born again." The
natural unregenerate needs regeneration to be able to live the abundant
life in union and fellowship with the
Creator.
Man is the great archtype of created beings, the last, the climax of
God's creative power; hence dominion was given man over the lower
forms and living functions in all vertebrate or backboned animals. The
Creator of man was also the Creator
of the horse, the dog, the monkey, the
bird, the fish, the plant and the elements which go to make up the earth.
At present there is a limit in regard to generation or reproduction.
Plants and animals can reproduce
after their kind, but there is no proof
or evidence of one species of plant or
animal producing and continuing to
produce another species. The first
chapter of Genesis states that the creation progressed from the simpler to
the more complex forms of life. As
to the process of shaping or making
the different forms of plants and animals after their creation in the mind
of the Creator there is no explanation
in scriptrue except that God said,
Let there be; He spoke and it was; He
commanded and it stood fast. Man is
able to invent or create new mechanical devices as the engine, automobile,
airplane, etc., but in the life world
he can destroy and may improve or
develop species of plants and animals
but can create new life only within
his own species.
Man is different, peculiar, and superior to all other created life froms
in that he was created in the image
of God with attributes of love, wisdom and power correlated with those
of his Maker and since he was breathed upon by God he bacame a living
soul; being in union and fellowship
with God; capable of adorning, re-
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vering and worshipping his Creator
and Maker.
Man has vested within him great
potentialities of usefulness and service in governing the lower realms of
creation in accordance with God's
plans and purposes. But by virtue
of sin and transgression he severed
his right relation spiritually with
God, entailing physical and mental infirmities and , death hence to be reinstated into right relationship with
God he needs spiritual regeneration.
God created the body from the dust
of the earth and the soul was as of
His breath. No distinction is made
between the soul and spirit but we
must infer that the three parts of his
being, received existence at this time.
Man in his fundamental essence is a
spirit which is eternal, that is, ever
existent. Since the fall of man and
alienation from God he is in a degenerate sphere and as such cannot
gain entrance into the heavenly
realm. He is controlled by the spirit
of selfishness and the devil. Repentance toward God and faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ will bring about a
radical change in his nature in that
he becomes unselfish and controlled
by the Holy Spirit. That is, he becomes regenerated. Free grace, —
God's part, provision and function;
and free will,—man's part, responsibility and duty, unite in a way analogous to the order in reproduction
of plant and animal species to bring
forth a new creation.
Man thus becomes a new creature
in Christ Jesus and that new life from
within will transform the thoughts
of the mind and acts of the body to
conform to the will of Him who takes
control.
The new birth does not reproduce
the spiritual in man, but regenerates
it.
Man is lost in sin. God alone can
change his nature.
By an analogy to the first order of
creation which was brought about by
Divine fiat,—instantaneous, so in like
manner regeneration is instantaneous
as man accepts by faith the finished
work of Christ. It was said prophetically of Christ. Isa. 53:11 "He shall
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see the travail of His soul and be
satisfied." God needs to see in us an
earnestness, a keen desire, a receptive
mood, a yielded will, "a broken spirit
and contrite heart" upon which His
recreative power, His divine fiat goes
forth. The two "wills" are united.
Impregnation, conception of divine
truth is effected; a new creation results and we become new creatures in
Christ Jesus. We are regenerated.
THE PERFECT SACRIFICE
By Harvey K. Light
Part III
Hebrews 9:13 and 14—"For if the blood
of bulls and goats, and the ashes of a heifer
sprinkle the unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh; how much more shall the
blood of Christ, who through the Eternal
Spirit offered himself without spot to God,
purge your conscience from dead works to
serve the living God."

The book of Hebrews might well be
called a book of contrast, Christ is
contrasted with angels, the law with
grace, the unsaved with the saved,
the good with the better, and in its
contrasts it reveals a sacrifice which
knows no equal, for its sacrifice performs all its claims. Men call on
Buddha, but he is silent. They call
on Mohammed, but he has a deaf ear.
They call on Confucius but he gives
no answer. Men call on Jesus Christ,
He answers and supplies their needs.
When John the Baptist stood and
cried, "Behold the lamb of God, which
taketh away the sin of the world,"
the minds of his Jewish hearers were
at once drawn back to the Levitical
Law and to one of its feasts. The
greatest day in the Jewish calendar
was the day of Atonement, when the
Priest should make atonement for the
sins of the people. On this day the
High Priest was commanded to take
two kids of the goats to make atonement for the sins of the people. This
sacrifice was required to have no
blemish and to be physically clean.
Christ knew no sin. Neither was guile
found in his mouth.
The lamb which the Priest offered
was unconscious of the reason why
it should be offered, but Jesus Christ
came in full consciousness of the task
before him. The Jewish lamb was
lead by force to give its life, but he
came forth voluntarily. In the Jew-

ish lamb we have atonement for one
year only, but Jesus Christ died once
for all. This Jewish lamb made atonement only for Israel, but in Jesus Christ we have a remedy for all
the world. Think of it, beloved reader, that Jesus Christ assumed all the
sins of all the world, the sins of all
ages from the fall of Adam until the
end of the age.
What a Saviour He must be! Yea,
what a Saviour He is, to bear away
all the sins of the world. The penitent soul as he comes to God says, "my
sins are too heavy. I cannot bear
them", but Jesus Christ bears the
sins of all penitents, yea, bears the
sins of all the world. In this Jewish
lamb there was remembrance made
of sins again, but Jesus Christ bears
them away never to be remembered
against us anymore. As in Psalms,
"As far as the east is from the west,
so far hath he removed our transgressions from us." As the Scapegoat
was lead into the wilderness by a fit
person the whole congregation could
view him as he passed by, and could
see him bear their sins for one year
into the wilderness, a place not inhabited, where he was left to his
doom and to pass into oblivion. Better things can be said of Jesus Christ.
He beareth away, "a continual process" the sins of the world. For by
one offering he hath forever perfected them which believe in him, and is
entered not into the Holy Place made
with hands, but into Heaven itself,
now to appear in the presence of God
for us, there to make intercession
for us.
PROPHECY
Part VIII.
By J. H. Eshelman
The Security Tact
"And I stood upon the sand of the
sea, and saw a beast rise up out of
the sea having seven heads and ten
horns, and the beast that I saw was
like a leopard" Rev. 13:1-2; Dan.
7:1-7. After this I saw in the night
vision and behold a fourth beast
dreadful and terrible and strong exceedingly, and it had great iron teeth,
(Continued

on page 7.)
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Obituaries

He has left his vale of sorrow, gone to a better home.
There sorrow is unknown, no sickness there, nor
pain,
The parting here is bitter, but soon you'll meet
again.

HEISEY—Elder John Heisey, passed away at his
late residence, 2nd Line Nottawasaga, near Creemore,
Ont., November 28th, 1929, in his 75th year. Bro.
Heisey was born in York County Ontario, December
23rd, 1855. He was married to Francis Doner who
survives him. She was the daughter of the late Eld.
Samuel Doner. To this union were born four sons
and two daughters: John and Thomas of Creemore,
and Daniel of Wilersville, Ohio; Mrs. F . Edmond,
Toronto, and Mrs. A. Olsen of Detroit, Mich., with
eight grandchildren. Bro. Heisey was converted after
he had reached the age of fifty, and a few years
later was called to the Christian ministry, in which
capacity he was a faithful servant up to the time
of his demise which came suddenly.
Funeral services were held at the 2nd Line Church,
December 1st, in charge of Eld. D. W. Heise, Elder
Schwalm (Mennonite) and Eld. Earnest Ditson. Interment in adjoining cemetery, there to await the
resurrection morning of the just.
MEMO RI AM
Written on the parsing of our dear brother, John
Heisey, who died November 28, 1929 a t Cashtown.
He has gone to be with Jesus, he has gained a starry
crown,
While here he laboured faithfully, and now his work
is done.
H e laboured for the Master, he preached His blessed
Word,
H e strove to save lost sinners, he now reaps his
reward.
We wonder why he left us, so sudden and so soon,
But God's ways are mysterious, His wonders to perform.
Though we don't understand it, some day we'll know
it all,
So let us be submissive in answer to His call.
Though we will miss him sadly, we say God's will be
done
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Orphanages

The family miss a father, his smile and kindly word,
The good advice oft given, will never more be heard.
He lived a good example, upright in all his ways,
Has faith to trust in Jesus, who is worthy of all
praise.
His loving true companion, will miss him more and
more.
Her life will be so lonely, while on this earthly shore.
The happy home is broken, and ne'er will be the
same,
As in the days that's past and gone, but blessed be
His name.
It will make the joy the sweeter, when you gather
'round the throne,
Away from all earth's sorrows, to a brighter eternal
home.
Then may we all be faithful, and soon we'll meet
on high,
To dwell with Christ for ever more, and never say
good-bye.
Writen by Mrs. Sarah McTaggart, Stayner, Ont.
DONER—Eva Kaylor was born in the township
of Vaughan on the 19th of April, 1849, and departed
this life on February 1st, 1930 at the home of her
son Asa Doner near Stayner, Ont. On J u n e 4th,
1879 she was united in marriage to the late Abram
H. Doner who predeceased her six months ago. About
the time of her marriage she was converted and
united with the Brethren in Christ church living a
very consistent Christian life until her home-going.
She faithfully stood by her husband in discharging
the duties of the office of deacon for nearly forty-six
years and we believe she has gone to reap the reward of her faithful labours. She leaves to mourn
their loss one son Asa with whom she resided, also
four grandchildren who feel the loss of a loving
grandmother very keenly.
Funeral services were conducted on February 3rd
a t the Second Line church by Bish. E, J . Swalm as-
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Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister
Mattie GraybilL 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
Elder and Mrs. H . H. Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie K.
Doner, Elder and Mrs. Charles F . Eshelman, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Eider and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Martha Kauffman, Elder and Mrs. Cecil I.
Cullen, Miss Mary Brenaman, Mtshabezi Mission,
Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder R. H. Mann, Mrs. Grace Steigerwald, Wanezi
Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. H. J . Frey, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Winger, Miss Ruth Taylor, Macha Mission, Choma,
N . Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Anna Engle,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.

India
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India,
Elder and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs.
Charles Engle, Miss Ruth E. Byer, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder
and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gayman.
Miss Effie Rohrer is leaving for furlough.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Katie B. Smith, 495 First Ave., Upland, Cal.
Mrs. H. J . Frey, 649 First Ave., Upland, Calif.
Miss Beulah Musser, 220 N. E. 4th St., Abilene.
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs, L. B. Steckley, Upland, Calif.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th Street, Abilene,
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Penna.
Miss B. E. Gayman, c. o. Clarence Musser, Chambersburg, Penna., R. 2.
Elder and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Stevensville,
Ontario.
Miss Sadie Book, Ramona, Kansas.
Miss Annie Winger, Delisle, Saskatchewan.

Treasurers of the Different Boards

Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth. Mt. Joy, Pa.
Foreign Mission Board—Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy,
Penna.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin. Elizabethtown. Pa.
Albert Reigle, Ridtreway, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster. Thomas, Okla.
Publication Board— Charles E. Clouse. Nappanee, Ind.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page. Detroit. Kansas.
Tract Committee—R. T. Witter, Navarre, Kansas.

sisted by Elders E. A. Ditson, C. L. Baker and S.
Goudie (Mennonite).
Interment in the cemetery
adjoining.
SHELLABERGER—Anna Shellaberger the second
daughter of George and Mary Forman, was born
near Gorden, Ohio, on August 13, 1847, and departed this life at the home of their nephew and
niece Mr. and Mrs. Urias and Dora Baker, in Potsdam, Ohio, on February 17, 1930, aged 82 years, 6
months and 4 days.
On September 5th, 1865, she was united in marriage to William N . Shellaberger, who preceded her
in death on November 25, 1919. To this union were
born no children, but they adopted one daughter, who
also preceded her to the great beyond on August 21,
1926, pne foster granddaughter, and one brother and
one sister, two half brothers, and two half sisters,
also preceded her in death. Those who remain to
mourn her departure are six foster grandchildren,
Martha, Clarence, Earl, Dortha, Dale and Ruth Smith.
Also an aged half-sister, Catherine Albright near
Greenville, Ohio, other relatives and a host of friends.
Our dear sister became a member of the Brethren
in Christ church in the year of about 1902, and continued her faithful membership therein until severed
by the providential hand of death. She often spoke
in her testimonies so appreciatively of what the
Lord so wonderfully did for her soul, her sincere
and earnest Christian life will be greatly missed by
all of her dear and loved ones.
Funeral services were conducted on Thursday a t
2:00 P. M., February 20, 1930, at the Highland church
by the brethren, W. H. Boyer and Edward E. Engle.
Interment in the Philipsburg P a r k cemetery.

Let us not deceive ourselves: the
Bible is the foundation of the Church.
Undermine that foundation, and the
Church will fall. It will fall, and
great will be the fall of it.—J. Gresham Machen.
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News of Church Activity
LOVE FEASTS
Pennsylvania
There will be a love feast on May 28-29
at the Mastersonville meeting house, Rapho
Dist., Pa. A cordial invitation is extended
to all to attend this feast.
Mechanicsburg, Pa

May 24-25

NOTICE
Pennsylvania State Council will convene
at the Lancaster church, 45 Caroline Street,
Lancaster, Pa., on Thursday, April 3, at
9:30 A. M.
All articles for consideration with reports both general and financial and names
of delegates should be sent to the State
Secretary not later than March 15, 1930.
At the same place the following program
will be given on the preceeding evening,
April 2, at 7:00 P. M.
Rural Mission Work in Pennsylvania
7:00 Devotional
Jesse Lehman
Carlisle, Pa.
7:15 The Needy Fields
Stephen Heisey
Spring Mills, Pa.
Song
7:35 Hindrances
H. K. Light
Lebanon, Pa.
Song
r
7:50 Results
Naomi Wolgemuth
Mt. Joy, Pa.
Song
8:10 Experiences
a. Allen Brubaker
Granville, Pa.
b. Martha Sentz
Mt. Joy, Pa.
8:40 How can our church districts engage
more effectively in home mission
work?
Bish. L. O. Musser
Mt. Joy, Pa.
Moderator, Graybill Wolgemuth.
J. H. Martin, State Secretary
Lancaster, Pa., R. R. 2
UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
Semi-Annual District Council—This was
held Tuesday evening, February 11, beginning at 6:30. The attendance was large
and an ideal spirit of love and unity prevailed. We thank God for the absence of
uncharitable words that we have sometimes
heard used in such meetings. Bish. C. C.
Burkholder was chosen as delegate to General Conference. Although there were over
thirty questions for consideration, yet we
were through before 11:00 P. M.
Election of Pastor—B. M. Books of 945
N. 4th Ave., Upland was reelected. He has
already served for three years. May God
bless our dear young brother this coming
year with increased usefulness for God,
and may he ever keep humble and always
boldly stand for the truth as it is in Christ
Jesus.

Our Quarterly Missionary Sunday—February 2 was the day. The 6:30 A. M. prayer meeting began the day for missions. Sr.
Lewis Steckley on furlough from Africa
spoke in Sunday School. Elder J. R. Eyster
spoke in the afternoon service as member
of the Foreign Mission Board. Sr. Katie
Smith spoke in the evening service, being
home from India. All the addresses were
inspiring and we believe will tell for God.
Hearts were stirred to pray, to go and to
give. The latter was expressed by offerings of over $200.00 for the day.
Chino Revival Meetings—These meetings
closed last Sunday evening, February 8,
after continuing over two weeks. The attendance and interest was very good and
a goodly number found blessed new experiences in God.
Eld. H. S. Crider returns home—After
being in revivals continuously since November 10, Bro. Crider, on February 12
started for his home in Detroit, Kans., by
auto, with Bro. and Sr. Buckwalter. May
God abundantly bless our dear young
brother evangelist. His labors have been
faithful and God has given a blessed fruition in souls finding God. Praise the Lord.
Hallelujah.
—J. H. B. Cor.
1
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DALLAS CENTER, IOWA
A series of meetings began February 5th
and continued until February 19th. We had
called Bish. M. L. Dohner for this meeting,
but while engaged in evangelistic work in
Des Moines he contracted a heavy cold
which developed into a serious case of the
old time "flu."
Bro. Dohner preached for us the first
night of said meeting and on Tuesday he
took his bed and remained bedfast nearly
the entire' meeting. The writer took the
meetings for a few nights, expecting Bro.
Dohner to be able to take charge every
evening, but we saw he would be unable to
fill the pulpit, and having returned from
Kansas where I had had five meetings, I
felt too worn in body to take the meetings,
so we gave Bro. H. W. Landis a call and
he took charge on Saturday evening of the
8th and continued until the 19th.
The visible results were not what we had
anticipated, but we know the seed was sown
and the Word will not return unto Him
void. The saints were encouraged and some
sought the Lord for a greater manifestation of His love in their lives. Others received definite help in the healing of the
body. In all, the meeting was not fruitless. We pray God's blessing upon Bro.
Landis who so faithfully labored in our
midst.
W. L. Reighard.
SAN FRANCISCO MISSION
There is joy in the presence of the angels
of God over one sinner that repenteth.
Lu. 15:10. How our hearts have rejoiced
to see souls getting to God.
We have had a blessed holiday season
because of the workings of the Lord, by
the Holy Spirit. God being in our midst.
Some have sought the Lord.
Starting four days after Christmas December 29 we began a revival in charge of
Rev. E. E. Shelhamer and wife who re-
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mained with us sixteen days. Held meetings every night and Sunday afternoons and
each Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday afternoons. There were heartsearching messages given in each service,
with a response to every altar call. Only
one service when no invitation was extended. People coming for pardon, cleansing
and deepening in God. We prepared for a
large attendance, enlarged our audience
room by removing an entire side partition,
letting in a room with fully the seating
capacity of our regular hall. We filled the
extra space with chairs which were so
kindly loaned us from other friendly soother churches of the city from the firstHFo
cieties. There were large attendance of
people from other churches of the city from
the first service on. This being due to
Bro. and Sr. Shelhamer's writings having
reached into hands of many heretofore,
their many years of evangelistic services
throughout this country and foreign lands,
and their coming being so well advertised
and announced.
Many have testified since, that they were
encouraged to serve God more faithfully
and have deepened in Him.
Near the close of this report we had a
very clear conversion. A • young man in
the IT. S. army came in homesick and heartsick, sought and found pardon. He was
so happy when his burden fell off. He got
a real touch of God. Then two nights later
he came out to get sanctified. He has been
testifying clearly ever since to both works
of grace. He has a call to preach, as he
was a backslidden preacher, and now only
23 years old.
Among other visitors, we had from our
own brethren, visiting during our revival,
Bro. and Sr. Steckley, missionaries from
Africa, Bro. and Sr. J. B. Winger, Bro. and
Sr. J. H. Wagaman, and Bro. and Sr.
Broyles and family.
We are blest thanking the Lord from
whom all blessings flow. We want to especially thank all for their contributions toward His work being carried on in the midst
of so many needy souls and that the Gospel
may be preached. Do pray for us. The
will of God is a precious line to go through
on, and He witnesses to the way we take
"God bless you."
Receipts
Hall offerings
$293.67
A sister
25.00
Two friends
5.00
A Bro., Elizabethtown, Pa
:
10.00
Bro. and Sr. Ignacious Ales, San
Deigo, Cal
2.00
Sr. Mary McNeal, Chambersburg, Pa.
5.00
Valley Chapel S. S., Canton, Ohio-..
7.00
Two friends
10.00
Bro. and Sr. Anthony Heise, Hamlin,
Kans
5.00
Sr. Desrosiers, tithe, San Francisco,
Cal
1.10
Total
$363.77
Expenditures
Table supplies
$ 59.08
House incidentals
9.39
House and hall rents
202,50
Poor
4.37
Hall exp. and gas
34.19
Total
$309.53
Balance on hand Nov. 1st,
$24.34
Balance on hand February 1st,
$78.58
Clothing given from Mt. Joy, Penna., by
Sister Fishburn's S. S. Class of girls at
ages of 12 and 13 years. There were six-
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teen children's garments for the poor.
Yours sisters in Christ,
Maggie E. Sollenberger
and Rhoda P . Wingert.
ARCADIA CHURCH, FLORIDA
"Therefore with joy shall ye draw water
out of the wells of salvation." Isa. 12:3
"When the times of refreshing shall come
from the presence of the Lord." Acts 3:19.
We surely feel to praise the Lord for the
seasons of refreshing along the way. His
Word is as a sweet morsel in our mouths,
to those who are washed in His own precious blood.
'Bro. Abner Martin from Elizabethtown,
Pa., came on the 29th of January to begin
a series of revival meetings which continued until February 16th. Bro. Martin
came filled with the spirit and with a simple,
practical, Gospel-message. His messages
were very touching, dealing mostly with
the love and mercy of God, and many
hearts were softened and tears flowed freely at times.
While the number is small here, the meetings were very well attended except for a
few nights when rain and cool weather
kept some away. Several came to the altar
to renew their covenant with the Lord and
go deeper in Him. Quite a number raised
their hands for prayer and others asked
prayer for their children and friends.
We held services at the convict camp one
Sunday afternoon and one young man confessed to being saved. Three colored boys
knelt at the altar of prayer, and one other
young man expressed his desire to follow
the Lord. Will you help us pray for these
boys that they will take the way with the
Lord.
We also had services in the jail one evening, while none definitely sought the Lord,
several asked us to pray for them, and to
come back again, to hold service with them.
While the results have not been as great
as we would liked to have seen, yet we can
feel that the Lord is working and seed has
been sown. Especially impressive were the
meetings over the last Sunday. Love feast
and communion service was held on Saturday, February 15th. There were sixteen
who took part in the communion service,
which was much enjoyed by all. We were
glad to have five of the Orlando members
with us in this service.
_ On Sunday, February 16th, we had baptizing service when five members were received. It was very impressive to see the
applicants brave the chilly weather, for it
rained nearly all day. Bro. and Sr. Brown
who had been convicted in earlier meetings
gave a good testimony and were made very
happy to follow the Lord in this step. Their
little boy with Bro. Friesen's little boys
were also received at this time. Council
meeting was also held on Friday afternoon,
February 14th.
We were glad to have Bro. Samuel Hoover
from Ohio with us during our meeting, also
Bro. Heisey is back to Arcadia again and
was here for most of the metings. These
brethren were a real inspiration to us and
their bright testimonies were an encouragement to all. We are much encouraged
with the work here. There is a large field
here to labor in. May God send forth more
laborers into His harvest field. May all
who read these lines help us pray for the
work here.
—*-"«K>tt—«—

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
Our winter revival meetings are again
in the past, but we hope the revival spirit

is still in our midst. "And this is the confidence that we have in Him, that if we ask
anything according to His will, he heareth
us."
Bro. Harry Crider of Detroit, Kans., began the revival services December 29, and
continued three weeks. His earnest messages were well received. It was the sincere wish of the folks that many more
might have heard them. Thank God for
those who fearlessly declare the Gospel
message. There were several children
saved and who knows what their lives may
be saved from. Then there were a number
who sought for the blessing of sanctification. Some of these received definite help
from the Lord.
We greatly appreciated the help of some
of the young sisters in songs, prayers and
testimonies, and also thank our dear Upland friends for their faithful attendance.
We truly thank the Lord for the refreshing times and may God richly bless the
seed sown.
Sr. Katie Smith from India, who is with
us frequently at this place gave several
very interesting as well as instructive talks
in young people's meeting.
o
Due to a contest which is on during the
first quarter, there are a number of new
scholars appearing in Sunday School. For
three consecutive Sundays the attendance
was 95 and then 106.
There are sixteen young sisters working
in Pasadena homes, at present as nurses,
child's nursing, and maids and though many
of these cannot attend Sunday morning, we
always appreciate their attendance at prayer meeting and Sunday evening.
o——•
Bro. Showalter, of the Mennonite church,
gave an interesting talk to the Sunday
School, February 2nd. He explained the
23rd Psalm in the light of his recent trip to
Palestine. Bro. B. P. Swartzendruber from
Upland, well known to many of us preached
an inspirational message, and the Lord
blest our souls.
Bro. Harry Engle and daughter of Hope,
Kansas, were in Pasadena one day recently
calling on their old Kansas friends.
We were very glad indeed to have Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Groff of Lancaster, Pa.,
with us on several Sundays recently. Mrs.
Groff is a sister of our pastor and they expect to stay in California for a year.
We have listened to some very helpful
messages from our pastor on the following
subjects. "For the eyes of the Lord run
to and fro throughout the whole earth to
show himself strong in behalf of those
whose hearts are perfect towards Him."
"And thy Word is a lamp unto my feet and
a light unto my path."
—Cor.
THE HOME
The home is beyond question the most
powerful factor in making or breaking the
character of youth. The thoughts, habits
and purposes of children will take form
largely according to standards, ideals and
practices that exist at the fireside. We may
say that by far the vast majority of Chris-
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tian people living where the Gospel has
been preached for years, trace their Christian life to the influence of the home. We
unhesitatingly affirm that every child born
into a Christian home has a perfect right
to expect the blessings that grow out of a
real godly and consistent Christian environment, and more than that, Christian parents
are solemnly responsible to create such an
environment. Be it remembered that the
life is inclined towards God or away from
God during these early years. A genuine
Christian atmosphere in the home is a perpetual inspiration to noble living, while the
absence of it puts young people into the
front line trenches of life without adequate
weapons of defense. The supreme responsibility for Christian leadership of children rests with Christian parents. Unless
Christian living and devotion to the Lord
flourish in the family circle, they have little
chance for vigorous expression in the sanctuary.
—Contributed.
WHY I AM A MEMBER OF THE
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH.
When I was a girl between fifteen and
sixteen years of age there sprang up in my
heart a desire for the plain way. As I
read my Bible it seemed to talk to me along
this line. I spoke to my father and mother
about it and they only turned me away with
these words "It is only their way." I was
not raised among plain people, and it was
sometimes hard for me to understand just
what to do, and finally I yielded to the
wishes of my father and mother and united
with their church. When I gave my hand
to the minister I was not satisfied and cried
nearly all of that night.
In 1918 we moved to Grantham and I was
afraid to go to church. I often watched the
people going by and at last I also went, and
just before Conference of that year united
with the church. A little later than this
I was taken suddenly ill and was sent to
Carlisle to the hospital with very little hope
for my recovery. When finally I was able
to read I asked the nurse for a Bible and
she laid it down beside my bed. It opened
to I Corinthians 1:11 and as soon as I was
able to again attend services at Grantham
the first sermon I heard preached- was on
this chapter, and of course I decided that it
was God's will for me to take the plain way.
The first day at home my father refused
to eat dinner with us because I had dressed
plain. I tried to talk to him, but was unable to do so. After this I lived an up and
down life for quite a while until I realized
that I was marring the vessel that God intended to make me. Another experience a
little later seemed to definitely settle the
conviction on my heart that I should go
back to the church and fully follow the
Lord. I am glad for what the Saviour has
done for me. My life is filled with sunshine and happiness and it is my earnest
desire to obey the Lord in all things.
Florence Yinger.

You will never make a proper use
of the life that now is until you regard it in connection with that which
is to come.—Selected.
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PROPHECY

Dispatches to the Daily Gazette say
that 7000 persons perished in the
cyclone which was accompanied by an
eartnquake.'' The second woe is past
and Rev. 11:14.

(Continued

from page 3.)

I beheld till the thrones were cast
down and the Ancient of days did sit
and unto him came one like unto the
Son of man, and to him was given dominion, and glory, and a kingdom,
Dan. 7:7-14. "Geneva, Sept. 7, 1925,
The convocation of an international
conference for reduction of armaments when the council of the league
of nations deems that a satisfactory
condition has been established from
the point of view of security, was
recommended to-day, fifty odd nations participating."
"Berlin, Sept. 14. The long awaited European security conference will
convene at Locarno, Oct. 5, 1925.
Seven nations will participate, in the
conference, Germany, France, England, Itlay, Poland, Czecho-Slovikia,
and Belgium." "The Locarno agreement was accepted by Germany as assurance that she would be admitted to
the league and council as a permanent member. The permanent council members are Great Britain,
France, Italy and Japan. The nonpermanent members are Uruguay,
Czecho-Slovikia, Brazil, S w e d e n ,
Spain, and Belgium. The council is
the executive body of the league."
"Five treaties were made. The Rhine
pact by which France, Germany and
Belgium agree to refrain from attacking one another, with Great Britain
and Italy agreeing to act against a
violator of the pact," and it is written
"He that leadeth into captivity shall
go into captivity, he that killeth with
the sword shall be killed with the
sword" Rev. 13:10. To Nebuchadnezzar were given seven years in
which he learned that the heavens do
rule. Dan. 4:26-27. Seven years have
elapsed since the signing of the armistice and the nations have not yet
learned that secret Isa. 25:14, 15.
"Locarno, Oct. 17, 1925. European
Security Conference ended to-day literally in a blaze of glory" Rev. 11:10,
* "and the same hour was there a great
earthquake and seven thousand men
were slain" Rev. 11:13.
"Karachi, British India, Oct., 1925.
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think of when he saw me? It was
naraiy oniciai worn. l e t wnat I was
aoing was legitimate business.
•But there are other tilings that
are wrong which we may be guilty oi.
I ou no aoubt have ail heard tne story
HOW CAN WE FOSTER RESPECT aoout the man who when asked if he
iiKed tne sermon answered, "L was
FOR OUR OFFICIAL STAFF?
tnmlung of the small potatoes."
i l Tim. 2:2.
By George Lenhert
Another way to foster respect is
to
respect the convictions of otners,
The word foster as defined by Webster means to cherish, to forward, to remembering that their convictions
promote the growth of, to encourage are just as sacred to them as inme are
and to sustain. And respect is to re- to me. .Paul, in the chapter referred
gard with special notice, or esteem, or to, tells Timothy to be strong in
grace tnat is in (jhnst Jesus. He did
love.
When I first heard that this subject not say be strong in ourseif, but in
was assigned to me, I commenced to tne grace chat is in Christ Jesus. We
think what I might possibly say on it., may nave convictions of our own and
I formed an outline in my mind, but have strong arguments and force
on looking up some references I turn- others to yield to us, "but if we have
ed to II Timothy the 2nd chapter, not charity it profits nothing."
Then when I read the 9th verse I
where Paul gives some advice to
am reminded of Paul s reference to
young Timothy.
I think the least I can do is to re- his experience in Phil. 1:16-18. "Some
fer to some of the things found there. indeed preach Christ even of envy and
I prefer to treat this subject mostly strife: and some of good will. The one
in the first person. I think our posi- preach Christ of contention not sintion as officials is mostly like the cerely, supposing to add affections to
school boy who came to his mother my bonds, but the other of love knowand complained that nobody liked ing that 1 am set for the defense of
him. Well, she said "I guess you act the Gospel. What then? Notwithstanding every way whether in preaccording."
tence
or in truth. Christ is preached;
In the first place I assume that the
and
I
therein do rejoice yea and will
committee intended this topic to aprejoice."
ply only to church officials. There are
things we may be guilty of that deI wonder, does this statement of
tract from our calling, that are not Paul's call forth our respect and ada sin in themselves but divert our miration? It does mine. I think it
minds. The questions I want to ask is more wonderful and easier to unare, "What are our major-activities?" derstand then almost any other of
II Tim. 2:4 (entanglement) "What do Paul's sayings. It tells me that he
we work at most?" "How do we im- did not care what became of him just
press the work?" "Do we have first so Christ is preached.
things first?"
In II Tim. 2:15 he tells Timothy,
To illustrate my point I will relate "To study to shew thyself approved
my own experience. About twelve unto God, a workman that needeth
years ago we lifted our worship at not to be ashamed rightly dividing
Newbern on a Sunday evening. So the word of truth.
we went to Abilene to worship with
Some one has said it is a good plan
the brethren there and I well remem- to have the Word say only what the
ber that I was hardly more than seat- Holy Spirit intended to say and leave
ed until some one slipped a paper to it at that. I once heard some one try
me asking me to find a pedigree of a to prove by the parable of the virgin
certain cow.
that half of the professing Christians
Now what did that person first would be saved because it tells us that
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five were wise and five were foolish.
Do you know the more I study this
question the more I am convinced
that the thing that is most essential
for us to have, if we want to foster
respect for each other is Love? If
we love each other we cannot help
but respect each other.
Did you ever notice in Matt. 18
how we are to respect each other's
feelings? If our brother trespass
against us we should tell him of his
fault between "thee and him alone"
and not tell the neighborhood first.
And he further tells those that- are
spiritual to restore the erring one in
the spirit of meekness "considering
thyself lest thou also be tempted." I
speak of these things here because
our lack of respect often shows itself
in these things.
And then again, in correcting each
other, let us not forget that "we
might be wrong" especially in things
where there is not a direct "thus saith
the Lord." "It may be that much of
our anxiety is not anxiety for the
pure kingdom of God, but anxiety for
the triumph of our own opinions, or
for our own methods in matters of
religion".
The story is told that after John
the beloved disciple was very old and
could not assemble with his brethren
any more, that they brought him to
the synagogue for a last message to
them, and his message to them was
this: "My little children love one another, by this shall all men know that
ye are my disciples if ye have love
one for another." When we have that,
the question of fostering respect for
each other will be solved.
THE OLD PATHS
"Thus saith the Lord, stand ye in
the ways, and see, and ask for the
old paths, where is the good way, and
walk there in, and ye shall find rest
for your souls. But they said, we will
not walk therein.
Also I set watchmen over you, saying, Hearken to the sound of the
trumpet. But they said, we will not
hearken. Therefore hear, ye nations,
and know, O congregation, what is
among them.
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Hear 0 earth: behold I will bring
evil upon this people, even the fruit
of their thoughts because they have
not hearkened unto my words, nor to
my law, but repected it.
To what purpose cometh there to
me incense from Sheba, and the sweet
cane from a far country ? Your burnt
offerings are not acceptable, nor your
sacrifice sweet unto me.
Therefore thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will lay stumbling blocks before this people, and the fathers and
sons together shall fall upon them;
the neighbor and his friend shall perish." Jer. 6:16 to 22.
I received this text one night and
conviction came with it to write for
the "Visitor." I believe God gave it
to me. I thought what can I write
that will be of any help. God does not
need to tell His true followers often
what he wants them to do. When we
know His will we will obey.
Jeremiah was made sad when he
saw God's chosen people going after
the world. Just so God's children are
made sad to-day to see God's so-called children lusting after the world.
Paul says, "I beseech you therefore
brethren, by the mercies of God that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which
is your reasonable service. And be
not conformed to this world, but be
ye transformed by the renewing of
your mind, that ye may prove what is
that good and acceptable and perfect
will of God." Rom. 12:1, 2.
"Stand fast therefore in the liberty where with Christ hath made us
free, and be not entangled again with
the yoke of bondage." Gal. 5:1.
"Wherefore gird up the loins of
your mind, be sober, and hope to the
end for the grace that is to be brought
unto you at the revelation of Jesus
Christ: as obedient children not'fashioning yourselves according to the
former lusts in your ignorance. But
as he which hath called you is Holy
so be ye holy in all manners of conversation." I Peter 1:13 to 16. "And
who is he that will harm you if ye be
followers of that which is good."
I Peter 3:13. We do hear some
about 'the old fashioned way.' Not

long ago I heard the song "The OldFashioned Way" sung over the radio.
"Such singing in the old-fashioned days
Well they say it is better—things have
changed don't you know,
And the people in general seem to think
it is so,
And they call me 'old fashioned' when I
dare to say
That I like it far better in the old-fashioned way.
If the Lord never changes as the fashions (
of men,
If He's always the same, why He's oldfashioned then.
And as an 'old-fashioned sinner' saved
thru old time grace,
Oh I'm sure He will take me to an oldfashioned place."

This singing sounded good, but if
I could have seen the singers I am
sure they would not have looked "oldfashioned." God wants us to walk in
them, but they say we will not walk
in them. We can only know the tree
by the fruit it bears and compare it
with the Word of God. We have no
right to believe or follow anything
that we do not find in God's Word.
Jesus says, "Because iniquity shall
abound the love of many shall wax
cold." Anything that is not according to God's Word and will is wrong
and leads downward.
In this day of falling away, satan
is bringing in many things as a substitue for godliness. Man may change
the word just a little so it will still
sound all right, but the Word says,
"Be not deceived, God is not mocked
for whatsoever a man soweth that
shall he also reap." If we sow man's
ideas we shall reap man's ideas and
that will be corruption. "Mind not
high things but condescend to men of
low estate."
God is a God of Order. We find in
the Old Bible that God had an order
to His commandments and He wanted the children of Israel to obey according to His commandments.
"How is it then, brethren? when
ye come together, every one of you
hath a psalm, hath a doctrine, hath a
tongue, hath a revelation, hath an inspiration. Let all things be done unto
edifying." I Cor. 14:26. "Let all
things be done decently and in order"
I Cor. 14:40. There is order everywhere that God rules—Jesus Christ
is the same yesterday, to-day and for-
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ever. "Be not carried about with
divers and strange doctrines, for it
is a good thing that the heart be established with grace."
"We beseech you, therefore brethren, and exhort you by the Lord Jesus, that as we have received of us
how ye ought to walk and to please
God, so ye would abound more and
more." I Thess. 4:1.
Lift up your heart Immanuel's friends,
And taste the pleasures Jesus sends,
Let nothing cause you to delay
But hasten on the good old way.
Our conflicts here though great they be
Shall not prevent our victory,
If we but watch and strive and pray
Like soldiers in the good old way.
0 good old way, how sweet thou art!
May none of us from thee depart,
But may our actions always say
We're marching in the good old way.
Though satan may his power employ,
Our peace and comfort to destroy;
Yet never fear we'll gain the day
And triumph in the good old way.
And when on Pisgha's top we stand
And view by faith the promised land,
Then we may sing exalt and pray
And march along the good old' way.
Ye valiant soul, for heav'n contend;
Remember, glory's at the end;
Our Lord will wipe all tears away
When we have run the good old way.
Sister Susie Royer,
Dallas Center, Iowa.

A VISION OF HELL.
I entered the judgment hall, just
like one of our Court Rooms; on the
judge's seat was Jesus, a stern, hard
face, not a smile, nor a frown, just
like our regular judges here on earth.
On 'His right handside were a flight
of stairs, of the very whitest marble,
and at the foot of the stairway was a
white angel. On His left side was a
very narrow and dark stairway that
led to the earth below, and a black
angel with white wings stood there.
I stood there and looked, and then
all the girls from the Glad Tidings Bible School filed in, one by one, and
when Jesus saw us, there was not a
smile or a move on His face; He motioned us to His right and we stood
there in a semi-circle and waited. After a short while, throughout the
middle aisle there came twenty-one
girls, all powdered and painted, and

bobbed hair and very short skirts and
transparent silk stockings. They all
stood around the judge's seat apparently awaiting their sentence, Jesus
looked and said: "WITH YOUR
POWDER AND PAINT AND THE
EXPOSURE OF YOUR FLESH, YOU
HAVE DRAGGED MEN TO HELL,"
"GO YE TO MEET THEM." And He
motioned the black angel to take care
of them, and one by one they went
down through the narrow stairway,
then Jesus told me to go and see what
awaited them and I followed the black
angel that walked behind the last girl.
As they went down that narrow,
black, winding stairway, the black
stones turned by live coals, and oh,
how the girls screamed and yelled,
but they could not escape for there
were two black walls on either side.
Down, down they went, it seemed we
were going to the very center of the
earth. I did not feel the heat in any
manner whatsoever, I was right behind the angel and when he and I
stepped on those stairs they were
black as before and did not burn.
Finally we came to a large opening on
the wall and there was a big and high
fireplace, and two black angels were
on either side; as the girls filed in,
they stood in a semi-circle around the
fireplace and both angels started to
see to the girls. They took burning
cinders and put it on their their faces
for powder, and then live coals on
their lips and cheeks for paint, and
oh, how the girls shrieked, screamed
and yelled, they were absolutely helpless, they could not make any resistance whatsoever, and one by one had
to undergo that process. After they
were through there, on their way out,
they stepped on a kind of stool and
through another process their legs
were frozen. Then we started again
on that winding stairway that seemed
to lead us to the very center of the
earth, on and on we went until we
came to the lake of fire and there
we stood. It seemed like a narrow
water pipe, or an iron bar of some
kind, went right across the lake of
fire and the black angel told the girls
to walk on that pipe and there they
went. With the least little move-

ment, or the least little turn, they
would fall right into the fire, but not
one of them fell down, the twenty-one
girls stood there; underneath could
be seen the heads of men floating on
the liquid fire. The angel looked at
the girls and said: "YOU HAVE
CRAVED THE ADMIRATION OF
THESE MEN, YOU SHALL HAVE
IT FOR ETERNITY." The angel
turned to me and said: "let us go
back." And we came to the Judgment
Hall and there was Jesus and the
school girls just as we had left them;
Jesus turned to me and said: "NOW
DAUGHTER, WILL YOU CONTINUE TO USE YOUR FACE POWDER AND CREAM?" "NO, LORD,
NEVER, NEVER." Then He turned to the girls and said, "LEARN
THE LESSON."
The girls left and I was left alone
in the Judgment Hall with Jesus and
both angels. Very soon there came
through the middle aisle, twenty-one
preachers, all with their Bibles in
their hand, looking in every direction
with great boldness as if they came to
claim a reward. I looked and the first
preacher was Bro. C, who was the
only one that did not carry a Bible,
but his head was bowed and he was
•praying every moment as he approached the Judge. When Jesus saw
him His face turned and changed to
the most tender and loving smile and
He said, "WELCOME HOME YE
WEARY PILGRIM."
He motioned the white angel to His
right and there from the white stairs
came two bright, white and shining
angels; one had a crown and the other
had a white robe, but I was not allowed to see what followed. The
twenty other preachers stood around
and waited their sentence; Jesus looked at every one of them and said, "GO
TO WHERE YOUR CONGREGATIONS ARE WAITING FOR YOU."
And He motioned the black angel at
his left and the preachers went down
that narrow stairway dark and winding. The same thing happened as
when the girls passed, the black
stones turned to live coals, and down
and down we went, it seemed we were
(Continued

on page 16.)
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE
WHAT WILL ABIDE AND WHAT
WILL PASS AWAY.
By Rev. A. Spaeth, D.D., LL.D.
Luke 21:33
Seventy-four years ago a young
candidate of theology preached a sermon in the Castle Church of the University of Tuebingen, Wuerttemberg,
on the occasion of the 300th anniversary of the Augsburg Confession. His
text was the passage: Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but My words
shall not pass away. His theme was,
"The Abiding Character of the Words
of Our Lord." He said:
"What was the true doctrine of Jesus? What was the immovable rock
on which Luther and his followers
took their firm, position and from
which they demolished all works and
traditions of men? It was the Holy
Scripture. In it we find the words of
the Lord, and the words of those who
spoke through the pQwer of His Spirit. And these are the words that shall
not pass away. Not to accept any
doctrine that could not be established
from Holy Scriptures, this was the
principle of the founders of our evangelical church. On this principle this
church is built, through it she has
been preserved, and this principle we
dare not give up, if we are not willing to fall back into former corruption and perdition. This is particularly to be remembered and emphasized in our days, when the wisdom of
this world, from many sides, endeavors to introduce into the structure
of our Christian faith its tinsel for
gold and its paste for jewels."
Of the abiding character of the
words of Jesus, he says:
"What words are these? They are
not the words of man, for man fadeth like the flower of the field, and his
words pass away like the fragrance
of the flowers. I know only One of
whom it is said: 'Of old hast Thou laid
the foundations of the earth, and the
Heavens are the work of Thy hands.

They shall perish, but Thou shalt endure; yea all of them shall wax old
like a garment; as a vesture shalt
Thou change them, and they shall be
changed. But Thou art the same, and
Thy years shall have no end.' (Psa.
102:25-28.) He who claimed for His
words everlasting validity and authority, must have been conscious of
being one with the Everlasting One,
and of speaking His words and not
the words of man. And this is the
first and principle reason why we believe that the pure doctrine of Jesus
shall abide though Heaven and earth
shall pass away."
The man who preached this sermon, on June 24, 1830, was David
Friedrich Strauss, the author of the
famous "Life of Jesus," which appeared five years after this testimony.
—Philadelphia Ledger.
OUR ACTIONS LIVE.
Silently the work of our lives goes
on. It proceeds without intermission,
and all that has been done is the
understructure for that which is to
be done.
Young man and maiden, take heed
to the work of your hands. That
which you are doing is imperishable.
You do not leave it behind you because you forget it. It passes away
from you apparently, but it does not
pass away in reality. Every stroke,
every single element abides and there
is nothing- that grows so fast as character.—Reformed Church Advocate.
BUILDING A CHRISTIAN.
By Rev. Dr. Cuyler
During my forty-four years of pastorates, when I received converts into the church, I often recognized the
fact that one candidate for membership had been reared in a frivolous
and worldly family—and another had
a naturally violent temper—and another was constitutionally timid and
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irresolute—and still another had to
contend with hereditary sensuality of
temperament or practice.
Some of the over-hasty and headlong had to be held back and tested,
and some desponding doubters had
to be encouraged. A study of the experience of our blessed Lord in building twelve disciples out of the material that came to His hands is full
of solemn suggestion; and one of
those twelve tumbled into ruin under
the very eyes of the Master Builder!
Character building is like cathedral
building — a gradual process. No
Christian is born full grown, else
there would be no sense in divine injunctions to "grow in grace" and to
"press toward the goal of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus."
The corner-stone of every truly regenerated character is the Lord Jesus ; other foundation can no one build
on without risking a wreck in this
world and eternal ruin in the next
world. The first act of saving faith
is the joining of the new convert to
the atoning Saviour.
Then upon that solid foundation
must be added the courage, the meekness, the patience, the conscientiousness, the honesty, the loving-kindness
and the other graces that make for
godliness.
Let no young beginner be disheartened. Oaks do not grow like hollyhocks. A solid Christian character
cannot be reared in a day—nor is it
to be done simply by Sabbath service or by sacraments. Some poor
pumice-stone has to be thrown out,
and not a little bad timber rejected in
spite of the varnish on it.
The Bible is the only plumb-line to
build by and it must be used constantly. All the showy ornamentation that
a man can put on his edifice amounts
to nothing if his walls are not perpendicular.
Sometimes we see a flimsy structure whose bulging walls are shored
up by props and skids to keep them
from tumbling into the street. I am
afraid that there are thousands of
reputations in trade, in politics, in social life, and even in church life, that
are shored up by various devices.
No Christian can defy God's inex-
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orable law of gravitation. It is a
mere question of time how soon every
character will "fall in," if it is not
based on the rock, and built according to Jesus Christ's plumb-line. It
may go down in this world; it is sure
to go down in the next. Let everyone, therefore, take heed how he or
she buildeth; for the last great day
will test the work, of what sort it
is—Watchman.
HEART-KEEPING
Heart-keeping is very much like
house-keeping. There must be a continual sweeping out of dirt and clearing out of rubbish—a daily washing
of dishes, and a perpetual battle with
all sorts of vermin. If heart-cleaning could be done up once for all,
then the Christian might discharge
all his graces, and have an easy time
of it.
And just because the assaults of
subtle temptations are so constant
and the uprisings of sinful passions
are so frequent, and the task of keeping the inward man what it ought to
be is so difficult, many a one who begins a religious life gets dfscouraged
and makes a wretched failure.
The question with every Christian
is: Shall these accursed Amalekites of
temptation burn up all my spiritual
possessions and overrun my soul?
Shall outward assaults and inward
weakness drive me to discouragement, and disgrace me before my
Master and before the world? Or
shall they drive me to Jesus Christ,
who will give me the victory ?
—Dr. Cuyler.
HOW OLD ARE YOU ?
Age is a quality of mind—
If you have left your dreams behind.
If hope is cold.
If you no longer look ahead,
If your ambition's fires are dead'—
Then you are old.
But if from life you take the best,
And if to life you give the best,
If love you hold.
No matter how the years go by,
No matter how the birthdays flyYou are not old.

-Set

"HOW THOU OUGHTEST TO BEHAVE THYSELF IN THE
HOUSE OF GOD?"
I Timothy 3:15.
These words came to me as I was
attending a recent Sunday morning
service not far from my home. The
attitude of some of the people at this
service was impressed on me more
forcibly, because of some remarks
made by unsaved and critical people
who were present with us at the same
service.
The Scripture says, "Bear- ye one
another's burden and so fulfil the law
of Christ." We have surely enough
to carry without our fellow Christians
laying more on us, especially unnecessary burdens or things which can
be avoided. The unsaved are watching us, and they expect us to behave
ourselves in a manner becoming to
the followers of the Lord Jesus
Christ. There is nothing which so
hurts our feelings as to have pointed
out to us some fault or faults of our
brethren and sisters.
Everything was going smoothly until the minister began to speak, and
then some of the young men near the
back of the church began to talk, to
suit the tones of the speaker. When
he talked low, they moderated their
voices, when he raised his voice, they
raised theirs, and so on until the
close of the sermon.
Right in front of us two sisters
were talking and laughing and acting
in a light manner, and they were
dressed plain too. One of them was
secretary of a Sunday School. The
people with us missed a lot of the sermon because their attention was
drawn to the above mentioned actions
of the church members.
You may agree with me, that we
go to church to worship, and what
better way can we show our respect
to God than by being orderly and attentive to what is said. The Christian overlooks a good deal, especially
with the young people who cannot be
expected to be as staid and devout as
those of longer experience. But outsiders look to us all, young and older
ones, to honor the house of God and
His service in a becoming manner.
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There are a far larger number of
our young people who are perfect examples and compare well with the
older folk in their service to God, and
in their deportment as Christians. If
we all have the love of God in our
hearts we will bear with one another
and do all we can to bring glory to
God and not bring reproach on His
cause. Paul tells us in I Cor. 13:5.
Love does "not behave itself unseemly," but considers others as well as
themselves.
—Thanet.
ANSWERED PRAYER
"But if ye will not hear it, my soul
shall weep in secret places for your
pride."
A gay, dissipated young man, went
one day to his pious mother, and said,
"Mother, let me have my best clothes,
I am going to a ball to-night." She
expostulated with him, and urged him
not to go, by every argument in her
power. He answered, "Mother, let
me have my clothes. I will go, and it
is useless to say anything about it."
She brought his clothes; he put them
on, and was going out. She stopped
him, and said, "My child, do not go."
He said he would; she then said to
him, "My son, while you are dancing
with your gay companions in the ballroom, I shall be out in that wilderness
praying to the Lord to convert your
soul."
He went; the ball commenced: but
instead of the usual gaiety, an unaccountable gloom pervaded the whole
assembly. One said, "We never had
such a dull meeting in our lives;" another, "I wish we had not come, we
have no life, we cannot get along;" a
third, "I cannot think what is the
matter." The young man instantly
burst into tears, and said, "I know
what is the 'matter; my poor old
mother is now praying in yonder
wilderness for her ungodly son." He
took his hat, and said, "I will never
be found in such a place as this
again," and left the company. To be
short, the Lord converted his soul.
He became a member of the church
—was soon after taken ill—and died
happy.—Selected.
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The Foreign Missionary Department
Edited by D. W. Heise Gormley, Ont.

NOT ALTOGETHER IGNORED
Not infrequently, notes accompany
contributions from Missionaries on
the field. The very nature of which,
almost demand a personal answer or
reply. But taking charge of this department, has resulted in our private
correspondence with the workers on
the India, and African mission fields
dropping down to almost ZERO.
Not because our interest in the
work has materially abated, but because our attention and time has been
directed into a different channel. And
our relationship to the work has also
been changed to some extent at least.
We wish therefore to assure all our
faithful field contributors, that the
messages addressed to us personally
are greatly valued and deeply appreciated, though they do not receive
the attention that we sometimes feel
they would be entitled to.
We wish further to inform our associates in the far away lands that
these personal touches with their
words of commendation, or specific
requests for prayer in behalf of some
individual, or some special phase of
the work, etc., should never be regarded as wasted energy. The latter
especially often find their way into
our monthly missionary prayer services, and form the basis of special ap-.
peals to the throne of Divine Grace.
Kindly accept this intimation of
our appreciation of these personal
notes. AND COME AGAIN—Ed.
A NOTE OF THANKS
The missionaries in Africa wish to
thank all those who helped in sending the many useful gifts which came
with the missionary party which recently arrived. Since it is impossible
to thank each donor individually we
take this opportunity to thank all.
While we value the gifts very highly and feel that they will fill a great

need, we value still more the interest
in the work and in us which they
show.
We especially thank the sisters in
Pennsylvania for their generous donation of bedding. It was distributed
among the missionaries and very
gratefully received.
May God bless each one of you for
your labor of love and may we continue to be workers together in
Christ.
—Grace Bru baker.
WHAT WE SEE
"Sister Engle, in America several
years ago you lifted up your eyes and
looked on the field, now you have
looked upon it from African soil,
what do you see?"
"There I saw a vast, indistinct, undefined need, within was a glad response to God's 'Go ye,' and in answer to His call I came. You ask
what I see now. Surely I see a need
no less great, but one that has become more clearly defined. I still see
many in heathen darkness, many who
need Gospel light and Gospel deliverance, such who pass out;—devoid of
Gospel hope. You remember that
missionary hymn we used to sing at
home: 'They reach their dusky hands
to you; For bread of life they cry.'
What do you think, Sister Taylor do
they?"
"Literally they do not. They are
reaching out after something, but
ignorantly they do not know what it
is, because they do not know the voice
of the Holy Spirit. We dare not say
these people are ignorant because
they cannot read and write; generally they are well informed of natural
things about them. Every human
heart naturally reaches out for something satisfying, but the devil tries
to direct it in the wrong direction, and
it is sad that he finds so many, for
whom Christ died, following him.
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They are bound in deepest night
ignorant of a Saviour, the only hope
for breaking their bands of sin. From
this view-point we can sng:
'They reach their dusky hands to
you;
For bread of life they cry;
If you are Christ's disciples true,
Can you their plea deny?'
But you asked the question, what do
you think?"
"Yes, I too think they do if we can
see and hear it. Beneath their spiritual indifference and grasping for
material things is a heart hunger
which, though they cannot understand it because they do not know
Christ Jesus, is nevertheless very
real. At Mtshabezi Mission I was reminded of these words as I used to
give out the soap to the girls. There
they literally came up to me and
reached out their dusky hands—for
soap. Again, on my last evangelistic
trip out to the villages, one of the native helpers made a good illustration
of their reaching out. It was at Buboli's, on our way home we camped,
there the last night, and although we
know this is one of the villages nearest the mission, it was one of the
hardest I found on all the trips. He
actually went about from hut to hut
calling the people for the service, then
some still sat, conversing within
hearing distance, later in speaking of
ther indifference, he said something
to this effect: 'If we brought a cartload of sweet potatoes for you people, you all would come to receive
some.' They eagerly reach for the material, they will walk a long distance
for a cup of salt, or a piece of soap,
or a few yards of cloth. They persistently devote themselves to their
lessons in school, trying hard to get
their sums and to learn a little English. But beneath all this I see a
reaching out of dusky hands and of
starved hearts for the bread of life,
and my own heart yearns to make Jesus known to them, Whom to know is
life eternal. But now, Sister Taylor,
after your many years in the work,
what do you see?"
"You ask what I see after eighteen
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years on the field. 'The harvest truly
is PLENTEOUS and the laborers are
few' and a still greater need of 'Pray
ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,
that He will send forth laborers into
His harvest.' Frequently we hear the
question, 'Do missions pay ?' The old
Duke of Wellington, -when asked his
opinion a b o u t evangelizing t h e
heathen, said: 'That question cannot
be discussed for we have our orders
that must be obeyed.' I am strongly
convinced in my own mind that industrial missions are not in accord with
the great commission and therefore
do not pay from the spiritual viewpoint. Things have greatly changed
in Rhodesia since we first came to
Africa. The Matebele war left the
country in the usual after war condition—devastated, and the natives
needed to be helped in a measure. Today the white population has largely
increased. When Sister Davidson and
I came to North Rhodesia in 1906
there were about five hundred Europeans in all Northern Rhodesia, including government officials, missionaries, settlers, and traders. Today
more than three figures are required
to write the number. The government is now trying to uplift the native socially and is providing both industrial training schools and secular
educational schools. The great commission is for us, the Church, to fulfill. It is ours to 'Preach the Gospel
to every creature' for 'He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved.'
Do you agree with me ?"
"Yes, I agree most heartily. May
God speed the day when the yearning and conviction of our hearts shall
be fulfilled."
—Sikalongo Mission.
(To be continued.)
SAHARSA, INDIA
January 6, 1930
Dear readers of the Visitor:
Another year has gone, a new year
has been ushered in, and only the
Master of the Years, the Ancient of
Days, knows what the new year will
bring forth. But He who is the Father of lights, in whom there is no
variableness neither shadow of turn-
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ing, will abide faithful to all His
promises. So we can unhesitatingly
follow Him into and thru the New
Year.
We had a lovely Christmas season.
The weather was fine and all of the
missionaries were privileged to be together part of the day. Saharsa and
Supaul are only seventeen miles
apart, so we always plan to spend
Christmas afternoon together at one
place one year and the other the next
year. This year we met at Supaul.
Then the many nice greetings, loving remembrances, and generous
gifts, added to the joy and pleasure of
the day. These were much appreciated by us all. In fact, this was one
of the happiest Christmases we have
spent on the field.
The evening before Christmas
short services were held in the
churches, when gifts of cloth and Indian sweets were given to the Indians
working with and for us, and their
families. At midnight groups of our
Indian Christians came around singing Christmas hymns. On Christmas
morning we had appropriate services,
followed by communion. At noon we
of Saharsa went to Supaul on the
train, where we were royally entertained by the missionaries. The night
was spent there, some returning to
Saharsa early in the morning and
some at noon.
On New Year's day we all met at
Saharsa for our annual council. One
day was spent in committee work,
etc., and one day in council meeting.
Then on Friday, the 3rd, we observed
our monthly day of prayer. The Lord
blessed us in prayer and worship.
These days of prayer have been helpful to us, and we highly appreciate
the fact that some of you in the homeland also observe one day each month
as a mission prayer day. Our council
work was then finished on Saturday
forenoon.
Our gardens are at their best now,
with all the vegetables usually found
in your gardens. Soon the hot west
winds will wither and dry up whatever may be left in the garden. Then
about all the green food we can secure for a while will be onions.
You will all be glad to know that
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we are getting ready to build a church
at Supaul. All they have had there
yet is a grass building which is constantly needing repairs, and really
never looks inviting. Then the nonChristians have reproached us for
not having a better house of worship.
Now we are making bricks and hope
to lay the foundation before the rains,
so it can settle properly during the
rains before we put the walls up. We
do not have enough money to finish
the building and are hoping our Board
will help us out with a contribution to
enable us to complete the church.
The new missionaries are busy at
language study, and are experiencing
all the interesting difficulties of
adjustment to their new environment.
We are all enjoying fairly good
health, although several have a little
trouble physically.
The winter Hindu fairs are soon beginning when we hope to have our
camp set up on the fair grounds as
usual, for work among the crowds
that throng these places. You can
help pray God's blessing upon these
special efforts to bring the news of
salvation to the people of this territory.
Some of you will have received
printed letters from India ere you
read this. We trust these greetings
will serve to keep fresh in your minds
all that can be done by prayer and
personal sacrifice even at long range.
May the Lord keep us all in His
love unto the end.
In Christian love,
A. D. M. Dick.
MTSHABEZI MISSION
January 13, 1930
Dear Readers:
Again we have entered upon a New
Year, yes 1929 is past and gone beyond recall, but we have the new year
before us, if Jesus delays His coming. May God help us to make it a
better year than any in the past.
As we look about us and see the
many openings and hear the pleas for
different needy fields in both north
and south Rhodesia it causes us to
desire to be ready for any service for
the Master no matter what or where
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it may be. We do desire to be faithful to the Master to be worthy of our
calling and to not only fill a place but
to have the burden of the work upon
our hearts. To have the vision.
We are very thankful for new
workers and thank the brotherhood
for sending them forth. We believe
that soon they will be able to fill
needy places in the work. The work
has been too much for our number but
God has wonderfully supplied our
needs, spiritually, temporally a n d
physically. He has renewed our
strength day by day. Praise His
name.
About two weeks ago we had a love
feast at Mayezane, one of the outschools. On Saturday morning, Bro.
Mann, Bro. Cullen and Bro. Winger
went. They had baptismal service,
there were seven baptized. The brethren returned to the Mtshabezi mission
in the evening. On Sunday morning
Sisters Steigerwald, Cullen and Bro.
Winger and the writer left Mtshabezi
and went for the Sunday service.
When on the way we were very pleased to see Bro. Frey and Sr. Doner and
a native. They had come from Matopo Mission. We had a good service,
there were sixty-six native members
communed. A good many of these
were from other outschools. The
number should have been much larger, but an enemy hath sowed tares,
some have fallen by the way, others
have gone to the Ethiopians and while
some are tired of that, yet they are
ashamed to return. But we are thankful for those who are standing true.
Bro. Frey gave the message in the
main service. It was filled with the
spirit and found the way into the
hearts of some, and there were those
who expressed a desire to draw nearer to God. We have asked for special
prayer for this school before. Mayezane continues to need special prayer.
We do often feel discouraged when we
look at this place, but we know nothing is impossible with God, so just
keep this place on your prayer list.
I must often think of Samuel when he
did not want to be guilty of the sin
of not praying for Israel, when they
were so sinful and stiffnecked. May
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we be as concerned for the people as lars a month for her work and a dolSamuel was.
lar and twenty-five cents for teachSchool has again opened with an ing a night school, but she left her
enrollment of one hundred and fif- tithe. These have been giving their
teen. We are turning girls away as regular monthly offering.
we do not have room to accommodate
A number of girls have borrowed
more. There are some girls working money to pay up their church tax
out their tuition so as to enter school about one dollar and twenty-five
in August.
cents. It meant for them to work
Sr. Kauffman has charge of the nearly three weeks to pay it back or
school. Her work has been heavy, but to earn it.
she has worked hard and faithfully
Brother, sister, how many of us
and God has blest. Sr. Brenaman will would be willing to give all we earn
be taking up teaching as soon as she in three weeks beside our regular ofhas enough of the language.
fering ?
We are thankful some of the girls
We know it is not all in offering,
have been reaching out after the but what does the prophet say in
deeper things of God and some have Malachi? Again the master said,
received definate help. On the other "These things ought ye to have done
hand satan has been bringing fiery and not left the others undone."
temptations to others. Some have
We do realize we are living in hard
overcome, others have been overcome days, in days when God's children
and fallen into sin. But if we are need to watch and pray and walk
faithful and do our part, we will not close to Jesus. A dear sister said
be held responsible for their sins.
yesterdy, "Oh, these are hard days."
We are sorry to say we have had It is very true.
very little rain so far this season and
We desire to express through the
at this time vegetation is suffering "Visitor" our appreciation for all the
very much. But in these things also useful things sent to us by the dear
God knows what is best, yet neverthe- ones at home. May God bless every
less we sometimes wonder why it giver is our prayer.
should be so when a good season
Continue to pray for the work and
would help the funds. We see the for your co-laborers in this part of
funds are low and we desire to help God's harvest field.
every way we can without hindering
Yours seeking the lost,
the work.
Abbie B. Winger.
May I give a couple occurrances
THE SONG OF THE REAPERS
on giving. We have a young mother
here who has been unfortunate in the
By Ruth E. Byer
past, she is working and at the present receives a little over two dollars
(Continued from last issue.)
per month. When she took her wages
It was noon, and the early Decemshe gave one-tenth to the Lord's ber sun was uncomfortably warm.
work. Also this last year she had a "I'm hungry, aren't you, Molly? Come
few peanuts that she planted and on, let's go and see if Aliman and
cared for during her spare time. Ruth have come yet." Daud lingered
These she also tithed.
near the cart and the lunch basket as
She came here full of disease and they approached and at once informhad her child and we took her out of ed them thus, "Miss Sahib, do you repity, but her trouble is better and member'that woman who once came
she is a great blessing to the work to the Dispensary bringing her litand is realizing a blessing in her soul. tle girl who was bitten by a dog?
There is another of our girls who Well, she has been all over hunting
had been here for some years, recent- for you and she said to tell you when
ly she left. It was hard to see her you came, that she has food ready at
go, and as she was speaking about her house for all of us."
leaving she was much wrought up"Well, what shall we do about it?
on. She had been receiving two dol- They have food ready for us right

—
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here at this house and made me promise that we would refuse all other invitations until we had eaten at their
house. I wish I knew what to do."
"I can't tell you what to do, but she
said for sure that she is coming back
to get you and she will not take no
for an answer." Just then the woman •
of the first invitation appeared and
called them into her home. They cast
an amused glance at the little lunch
basket as they went into the house.
Sure enough it was a chicken dinner! A cloth was spread upon the
floor and heaping plates of snowy
rice, chicken curry, a bowl of choice
thick sour milk and a saucer of sugar
placed upon it. Did it taste good?
Yes, indeed! The two women of the
house seated themselves in front of
their guests, keenly anticipating
every wish, and more than ready to
supply more food. It did taste so
good and they v/ere about to relax for
a few moments, having eaten all they
desired, when in popped woman number two.
"Here, what do you mean," she
jokingly began, "you call yourself my
friend and then pass right by my
house without even stopping. I've
been running all over this big village
all morning ever since they told me
you were here, I've gone to homes
where I've never gone before, just to
ask if you were there, and now that
I've found you at last, I'm going to
take you right along home with me
where I have food cooked and ready
for your whole party. Come right
along." "Oh, I don't see how I can possibly eat any more, I've just finished
eating." "No, I can't leave you off.
I'll tell you why. When I used to go
to the Mission Dispensary with my
little girl you put your arms around
me one day and told me that you were
going to regard me as a friend. Do
you think I can ever forget that act ?
I determined in my heart that if ever
I had an opportunity to entertain you
in my home I would not let the chance
slip by, and when I heard you were
here the other time and went off
without me seeing you, I cannot tell
you how sad I felt." "Well, of course,
I'd love to go to your home, but I
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really don't see how I can eat any
more to-day!" the missionary said,
helplessly. "Oh, yes, come on I'll
make you walk all the way to my
home and its a good little walk home
here, then when you get there I'll
make you sing a lot and have your
meeting first and then I'll feed you.
You are such a big person that I feel
it a great honor to feed you." "A
big person!" scornfully put in the
missionary, "Why, I'm not a big person, I'm just the same as you are,
God made us both." And then the
Mohammedan woman reached out and
grabbed the missionary's sun hat and
put it on her own head, saying, "Now,
go on, if you are not a big person—
just go—and see where you are without this topee." The missionary was
too intent upon rescuing her head
gier from the head of the woman to
farther continue the argument and
soon they were off across the fields.
"Now, you must get tired — get
tired, there! Get tired!" Get your
food all shook down, because you'll
have to eat some more soon." The
missionary felt as though she could
not look at curry and rice again, if
she walked five miles, but this urgent
invitation was not to be put off lightly.
"Now here we are at my home. We
are just poor ordinary people but I
built this new house just lately. Come
right in and I'll spread a blanket here
in the shade for you and then go and
call your other women. They are
right over here at another house."
People began to gather in and surround them until there was the usual
crowd of eager listeners. "Sing another song," said first one and then
another. Sing, "Yishu Masih Mero
Pran Bachia," suggested one woman.
"I remember so well how the Padri
Sahib who died of smallpox used to
sing that in such sweet tender tones,
please sing it again for us. It was
touching to think that there was one
who remembered the very words of
our Brother Smith as he went in and
out among them in former years.
Surely "their works do follow them."
At length the meal was ready and
it was suggested that those who had
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not yet eaten be fed first, for as yet
the desire for food has not come to
those who had already eaten. In the
neat, earthen floored court yard there
was ample room for the table to.be
spread but it was full of people who
were intent upon hearing more and
more hymns and more of the precious Word of God. What would
they do? Would they drive all the
people out of the court yard for the
sake of the meal? No, they simply
curtained off one corner of the porch
and there on the floor a spread was
placed and the food served to the Bible women and Daud, while the meeting went steadily on. The missionary
secretely hoped that they might in
some way consume all the food so that
she might be spared the necessity of
eating the second meal, but, no, the
kind hostess would not permit this
to take place. She had killed a large
chicken and cooked an abundance of
rice, and she very carefully saved the
choicest morsels of meat and a heaped plate of rice for her white friend.
The time came when she was summoned and bidden to sit down and
partake of the delicious curry and
rice. The hostess seated herself nearby and listened earnestly as the blessing was being asked upon the food.
The missionary offered a last protest to no avail. A few morsels of
food were forced into her mouth and
then she pleaded, "Your food is truly
very delicious, but won't you please
excuse me this time? I really can't
eat another mouthful!" "Very well,
then, if you can't eat any more I'll
feed the rest to my goats, they eat
everything."
After the meal they slipped away
to one more home, held a short meeting among the women there, and then
it was time to start for the station.
On the car once more the tired babies
slept peacefully in their mother's
arms and all were full of gladness.
Aliman shifted her baby to the other
arm and said, "Miss Sahib, I've never
worked among people who were so
eager for the message of Jesus before." Ruth added, "Yes, after we
left you, the women swarmed about
us from all sides, saying, 'Oh, won't
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you please come to my home? Sing
some more, tell us another story about
Jesus.' We had meeting in five different homes and still there were
calls unanswered." "Yes, Molly and
I met with the same experience today. It certainly is very true in our
work for the Master that every day
is not alike. Some places they harden
their hearts and turn us from the
door unheeded, offering all manner of
insult and then we feel rather discouraged, but the Lord will not forsake us; He gives us special days like
to-day that we might take courage
and press onward in the battle against
sin and satan. I think we will try
to come down here again soon." "Oh
yes, I think it would be fine to come
down here often," replied Ruth.
It was dark when the train pulled
into the Saharsa station and the
party hurried toward home, but their
hearts were joyfully singing. "One
more day's work for Jesus; one less of
life for me, but Christ is dearer and
Heaven is nearer than yesterday to
me."
A VISION OF HELL
(Continued from page 9.)

going to the very center of the earth.
Finally, doors were opened on the
right side and each minister entered
to his church or congregation. The
angel took me in with the last minister, and it was just like a church, only
that the walls were as if of red hot
iron; the congregation were all there
in their pews and when the minister
came in, all in one voice said: "We
have been waiting for you, what are
you going to preach now ?" The minister gave one loud yell and said,
"HELL IS REAL." He called the
congregation to order and said: "Let
us sing a song," and they opened their
books and started to sing, but instead
of their voices, sharp tongues of fire
came out of their mouths. I was horrified and hid behind the angel and
cried, "take me out, take me away, I
cannot stand it any longer." And the
angel took me out and we came back
to Jesus and I begged him to let me
go, that I could not stand any more
of those scenes, but He told me to
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wait that there was something else I
had to see.
We waited a short while in the
Judgment Hall and soon there came
in great confusion, all talking at once,
one trying to get ahead of the other,
twenty-one mothers, some of them
expensively dressed and nearly all
wore jewels; when they came near
Jesus they cried: "Where are our
daughters ? Where is my daughter ?
What have you done with my child ?"
All tried to talk at once, all were very
excited and their eyes were wide
open. Jesus looked at them with His
stern, unmovable face, motioned the
black angel and told the women "GO
AND SEE WHERE YOU HAVE
SENT YOUR DAUGHTERS." The
black angel motioned them to go
down the stairway, the same narrow
black stairway and one by one all
went down, but this time the black
stones did not turn to live coals as before, I followed last just behind the
angel. And down, down we went
through that winding stairway that
semed to take us to the very center
of the earth. At last a door was
opened and we came into a large
square hall, it was a beautiful ballroom and there were from sixty to
eighty girls ranging from seven to
twelve years of age, they were performing the up-to-date fancy dances.
When I could see clearly what was
going on, I was horrified and I shook
from head to foot. The little girls
were all naked and a huge immense
snake was coiled around their bodies,
its head swinging from the girls'
necks. It was too horrible for words
and I begged the angel to take me out
and just then he pointed to the front
of the room, where all the girls were
facing and there on a kind of a platform stood a dragon, or a monster
snake; the tail spread several feet on
the floor and the rest of the body was
coiled up like a figure eight and right
in the middle of this figure eight was
its immense head. It was more than
I could stand and I cried and begged
the angel to take me out, which he
did. We went back to the Judgment
Hall and I told Jesus to let me come
back, that it was impossible for me

to see any more of these scenes, and
He said, "GO BACK AND TELL MY
PEOPLE ABOUT IT."
Account of a vision given to the
daughter of Mrs. A. C. Viales B., October 12, 1923, San Francisco, California. This girl was attending Glad
Tidings Bible School at San Francisco.
Dr. Andrew Murray says: "Prayer is the strategical point which satan watches. If he can succeed in
causing us to neglect prayer, he has
won; for where communion between
God and His people is broken; the
true source of life and power is cut
off. In how large a measure he has
succeeded in causing the church of
Christ to neglect prayer, — faithful,
constant, prevailing prayer. Prayerlessness shows that we do no value
communion with God."
"Men ought always to pray, and
not to faint." Luke 18:1. "If thou
knewest . . . . thou wouldest have
asked of him." John 4:10. If thou
knewest who He is that stands beside thee, in thy hours of private
prayer—if thou knewest all the possibilities of the life of prayer—if thou
knewest what gains would accrue to
thee on thy knees, thou wouldest give
thyself to prayer, as though it were
the main object of thy life.—Dr. F. B.
Meyer.
That virtue always finds an adequate material reward in this present
life is a spurious teaching. Nearly all
of the apostles died violent deaths.
The martyrs of the infant church
were numbered by the thousands.
God seems to mature His saints in the
school of suffering. A prosperous,
easygoing, pleasure-loving church is
always destitute of spiritual power,
however much it may boast and parade. Too much self-sufficiency and
self-reliance are not compatible with
that dependence upon God which
brings His highest blessings. But the
reward of the righteous will come in
ample measure when the Son of God,
in triumphant majesty, shall come
again.—Southern Methodist.
Blessed are they who think no evil,
for they shall not be evil doers.

STORIES OF HOME FOLKS
By Mabel Hale
A rare treat—especially to those upon whose shoulders
t h e responsibilities
of h o m e-m a k i n g
rest.
The stories deal
with common folks
and begin with the
experiences of normal young p e o p l e
contemplating marriage; the beginning
of the new home;
the children from
infancy to maturity;
.and last of all the problems of husbands
and wives, old fathers and mothers.
A Book for the Whole Family
72 short chapters, 256 pages, finely illustrated, cloth bound, colored jacket.
Price $1.25—In Fancy Gift Box $1.50
Plus 5 cents postage
KNOW YOUR BIBLE
By Dr. Amos R. Wells
Attractive jacket. Containing
1500 questions
and
answers
and 21 quizzes.
Dr. Wells has
spent m u c h
time and great
c a r e in the
preparation o f
this volume and
it makes its appearance when
the question and
answer method
is particularly popular, but this book is also
of permanent value. It is comprehensive,
in that it covers the whole range of the
Bible, is not too difficult, and will be used
Dy everybody interested in acquiring greater knowledge of the Bible as well as to furnish entertainment. Cloth, 136 pages..$1.00
A VOICE IN THE NIGHT AND OTHER
STORIES
By Frederick Hall
Youth craves just
the kind of stories
this book contains.
It is written in
simple language so
that children who
have n o t even
reached school age
will readily understand. The author
tells them h o w
little Samuel heard
a voice in the night
and the interesting
account of the boy
with the lunch, or
the girl up Damascus way, and the other fascinating stories
about boys and girls in the Bible. 270
pages. Cloth. Price
$1.75
AUNT MARIAN'S PARABLES
By Mrs. H. S. Lehman
Aunt Marian, home
on furlough from the
mission fields of India, has a never-ending supply of stories
for children — or at
least so it seems to
little Helen and HarryY o u teachers of
restless, fidgety boys
and girls; you parents
who want wholesome
s t o r y material for
material for your chil-

dren; y o u relatives and friends who buy
story books for young folks—we heartily
recommend Aunt Marian's Parables. Cloth
bound. Price
$2.00
OUR PRIMARY DEPARTMENT
By William D. Murray.
A little book which tells the story of what
has actually been done in one Primary Department to teach God's Word to the children
...75c
THE SUCCESSFUL SUNDAY SCHOOL
AT WORK
By C. S. Leavell
One of the most original, complete and
suggestive handbooks on the modern Sunday School and its varied activities, avail-

able. The chapters on "Building and Testing the Real School," "Reaching and Organizing the Constituency," atid "The Glory
of the Accomplished Ideal" are worth many
times the price of the book to any pastor,
Sunday School officer or teacher. 271 pages,
cloth
$2.25
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL TRANSFORMED
By The Rev. Louis Entzminger.
Here is a Sunday School expert who takes
up the problem from new angles. He tells
how to get bigger Sunday Schools, and how
to make their work more effective. With
many diagrams, illustrations, and full
directions
$1.50

Safe Stories for Little Folks

The Children's Hour Series
For the 8 to 12 Year-Old Folks
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Mrs. Isabel C. Byrum is
one of the very best authors.
Thousands of her wonderful
little books listed here have
been sold, and they are becoming more popular each
flay. They teach Christian
morals in a series of fasfiliating stories that children read over and over
it gain.
The strong linen,
colored covers and numer"us pictures put more value
in these books than the
price would indicate.

,„_,,*

A pleasant tale about a little hen who
was a missionary hen and who was spared
for a long life and why. Eight stories in
all—about children, their pets, and playtimes. A touching group of stories such as
The Cyclone Baby—I D o n ' t Want to P r a y
Tonight, etc. Linen cover.
^ 1 p
64 pages
Plus 5 cents postage

HARRY THE NEWSBOY
Children love to read of brave little H a r r y
who lived in a New York City tenement
house and sold papers after his father died,
to support his mother. Thrilling and well
illustrated. Six stories—Jimmy's Friend—A
Family of Pigeons, etc.
^ ^ r
Linen cover 64 pages
Jill.
Plus 5 cents postage

GRANDMOTHER'S LILY

CRIPPLE WILLIE

Here are five true storius as gripping as fiction.
In child language the author tells of Aunty's
Robin—Earning a Bible—Grandmother's Lily—
What Happened on Friday—Marjorie and the
Wasps. Pictures on nearly every
QC/»
page. Linen cover. 64 pages
Plus 5 cents postage

Contains eleven fascinating stories. J u s t read
a few of the titles—Elmer's Ple d g e — La u ra ' s Vision—Cripple Willie—Percy's Dolly—A Pet That
Could Talk—What Happened When Ruth Prayed
—and five others that are just as interesting.
Linen cover in three colors.
QC*»
64 pages
Plus 5 cents postage

These Are for the 2-6 Year-Old
TINY TOTS
STORYTOWN

TINY TOTS IN
STORY TOWN

This book will thrill
the little tots from 2 to 6
years old. Pictures in two
colors make every page
more interesting. As usual
this
mother-author
has
ISABEL GSYXUK
woven good Christian morals into her stories. They
really do your child good,
besides entertaining.
A few of the titles—In Story Town—Crippled
John—Happy Way—Dare Do Eight—At Grandpa's, and others. Strong
QC
linen cover
Plus 5 cents postage

Tots

OUR DARLINGS'
BIBLE A-B-C BOOK
Linen Cover
Use this book in teaching your little child the
alphabet. A picture and
verse of poetry accompany each letter. On the
opposite page is an excellent story bearing on
the picture. Each picture and story are of familiar Bible characters, etc. Strong linen
QC
cover. 64 pages in colors. Only
OOQ
Plus 5 cents postage
OUR DARLINGS' BIBLE A B C BOOK
Same as above only this has
fifl*»
cloth-board cover
U UC
Plus 5 cents postage
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Low priced special on beautiful Art Velvet Mottoes
All Clean New Stock—Pre-Inventory SPECIAL

Special Assortment No. 1
~3.00 MOtto Assortment for 2.25
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

5655
5604
5402
5350
5251
5241
5225
5105

"A Prayer for our Home"
"He Died for You"
"Rules for To-day" ....
"God Bless our Home"
"Fear Not Only Believe"......
"Abide in Me"
_
"God Hath Power to Help"
"The Lord is My Shepherd"

P
.

$ .50
.50
.45
.40
.30
.30
.30
.25

_

Total value

$3.00

Special Assortment No. 2
1.70 Motto Assortment for 1.30
1
1
1
1
1

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

5601
5351
5226
5118
5130

"Christ is the Head of this House"
$
"The Lord is My Shepherd"
..
.-..
"Be Strong in the Lord"
_
"Consider the Lilies, How They Grow"
"Grace Be Unto You and Peace"
Total value...

__

.50
.40
.30
.25
25

$1.70

For a limited time we are offering the two splendid Assortments listed
above. These Assortments come in Green, Blue and Red assorted, our
selection of colors.
SEND IN YOUR ORDER NOW for one or both Assortments. These
Beautiful Mottoes are exceptionally desirable as wall decorations. They
answer a useful purpose in homes, hospitals, offices, Sunday Schools and
mission rooms. They make excellent gifts.
THIS OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 30TH, 1930.
Postage Paid. Order of

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
NAPPANEE, INDIANA
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